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Erase Wrinkles Without Botox®*!
Breakthrough anti-aging
cream combines three
scientifically advanced
wrinkle-reducing
ingredients to rival
the results of BotoX®·.
n recent years Botox"" has been
promoted as the leader of antiwrinkle treatments. Although it
can be successful, it is very expensive,
painful, must be administered by a
physician, and, in many cases, two to
three treatments are needed for the
desired corrections. After years of
research and testing, a new safe, more
affordable product offering comparable
results is now available.

What Our Customers
Have To Say About
Hydroxatonee .. .

"Within two weeks of using Hydroxatonee,
I was getting compliments on my skin
from friends and co-workers. My skin
not only feels great. but it looks great
too! You've made me a Hydroxatonee
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Most Advanced Anti-Aging
Product Available
Hydroxatone'" is a true, clinically
proven Botox'" alternative. It is a superior
facial cream that can reduce deep wrinkles,
and it's completely non-toxic, safe and has
no side effects. How can it rival Boto ?
Hydroxatone'" contains three of the most
effective substances known that are needed
for real results. Most products use one or
two of these important ingredients, but the
makers of Hydroxatone'" are the first to
combine all three, resulting in the most
advanced skin care and wrinkle reducer
on the market.

believer!"
- Robin 8., Los Angeles

Three Proven WrinkleReducing Ingredients
Hydroxatone'" is unlike any other
skin cream you've ever tried because it
relies on THREE proven ingredients for
REAL results. Matrixy'" 3000' is clinically
proven to promote collagen production in
the skin. Collagen is the most powerful
substance known to help keep skin stay
young. soft and vibrant. Argireline<1>5 is a
combination of amino acids formulated
to relax facial wrinkles, reduce the degree
of existing wrinkles and stop their future
development. And Hyaluronic Acid is
virtually unmatched in hydrating the skin,
resulting in increased smoothness, softening.
elasticity and decreased facial wrinkles. But
Hydroxatone'" doesn't stop there! It also
includes other natural antioxidants,
botanicals, vitamins, and peptides and
a gentle but powerful exfoliant...all to
nourish your skin while fading wrinkles.

Up To 68% Reduction Of Deep Wrinkles
Unless you've actually tried
Hydroxaton ,it's hard to imagine it
can work the miracles users claim it
does. But women and men of all ages
are using Hydroxatone and seeing real
and noticeable results every day. The
cumulative results that are seen within
two weeks will continue with daily use.

Argireline" - is a combination of amino
acids formulated to relax facial wrinkles,
reduce the degree of existing wrinkles and
stop their future development
Hyaluronic Acid - is virtually unmatched
in hydrating the skin, resulting in increased
smoothness, softening, elasticity and
decreased facial wrinkles.

Over six months this will increase to as
much as a 68% reduction in deep wrinkles.

There Is No Comparison
Forget Boto . or any other rad icaJ
treatments. Throw out other creams
that simply don't work. Hydroxatone
is a proven anti-wrinkle cream that is
completely safe and clinically proven.
Within two weeks Hydroxatone'" users
will start to see results. With continued
use, their skin will become softer,
smoother, more rad iant, and youngerlooking...and that's GUARANTEED.

Having A Hard Time
Finding Hydroxatone~ ?
For years consumers have only had
expensive and ineffective alternatives
to achieve younger looking skin. You
may have seen other inferior antiwrinkle products costing hundreds
of dollars at some high priced salons.
Unlike those pricey and unproven
alternatives, the manufacturer of
Hydroxaton is so confident in their
anti-aging technology that they are
offering a 3O-day risk
free trial offer...
because seeing
is believing!
To get your
supply of
Hydroxaton risk
free, for just a small
S&H fee call 888-409-2409. Our operators
are available to let you try one of the
greatest breakthroughs in wrinkle
fighting technology without spending
hundreds of dollars

Call 888-409-2409 to get your
Hydroxatone@ 3D-Day Risk
Free Trial Offer Today!
Mention Promotion Code
2HLH11C for a Free Upgrade!
www.hydroxatonedirect.com

